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Included Hardware Check List:  8 - Adjustable Brackets with Screws and Wing Nuts 
for installation to Wire Shelving, 8 - Screws for installation to Wood Shelving,

3 wire clamps and 4 additional screws to attach shelf or basket to rails.

For defective items, please contact the manufacturer, do not return to the retailer.

Center Rails, front to back and side by side, on your pre-existing wire 
(pictured le�) or wood shelves (pictured right). With the black rubber 
stoppers at the rear of the pantry.

Expand Pull Out Shelf or Basket fully. Set it on top of the rails to ‘test �t’ and make 
sure all 4 holes on top of the  rails line up with 4 holes on bottom of basket or shelf.

�ere are 4 plates on each rail and each plate has 2 long oval holes. �ese oval 
holes are for the brackets.  Based on how your rails need to sit on your 
shelving, this will determine which of the oval holes you'll use.  
NOTE:  You will only use 2 of the 4 oval holes on each plate, pick the 2 that 
work the best for your set up.  You will use 4 brackets on each rail so that's 
4 oval holes of the 8 available. For Wood shelving  there is a circular hole 
in the middle of 2 oval holes, simply just screw in a screw in each circular hole. 
Total of 4 holes per rail.

Once rail installation is complete, expand your basket or shelf fully and place your basket 
or shelf ontop of rails and line up holes in shelf/basket to the holes ontop of the rails. 
To expand out the sides you will need to loosen the 4 screws that are locked, holding the 
expanding grid in place.  When you loosen these screws then you can expand the sides out. 
You need to fully expand your item so you can screw in the screws to lock your shelf or 
basket to the rails.  Once you've locked your item to the rails you can adjust the width or 
your item to your  needs and then tighten the 4 screws holding the expanding grid.
Now test your item by pulling it out.  If placement and workability is a success tighten all of the 
brackets by holding the wing nut and use a screw driver to tighten the screws into the wing nut.

Expandable Pull Out Shelf and Basket Installation Sheet

Hammer in 3 of the included Wire Clamps at the rear of your pre-existing wire shelving 
unit (should you have wood shelves these are not necessary just discard wire clamps) 
about 4 to 6 inches apart.  �is is for reinforcement and additional support for wire shelves.
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